Creating Healthier Benefits sm

PRESS RELEASE
Interactive Medical Systems (IMS-flex) is honored to be a recipient of the
2015 Alegeus Technologies Consumer Experience Champion Award.
IMS utilizes the Algegus Technologies Wealthcare Portal in the administration of
our Consumer Directed Health plans including: Flexible Spending Accounts
(FSA), Dependent Care Accounts (DCA), Health Reimbursement Arrangements
(HRA), Health Savings Accounts (HSA), Wellness Incentive Accounts, and
Retiree HRA Accounts.
“The Alegeus 2015 Consumer Experience Champion Apex Award is
delivered to an organization that embraces and cultivates an exceptional
consumer experience by delivering differentiated value at each and every
consumer and employer touch point – while simplifying the experience and
helping consumers maximize healthcare savings and optimize spending.”
IMS is a full-service Third Party Administrator providing world-class service on all
of our service lines. We work with our clients to create effective and cost-efficient
benefit programs. Our service offering includes: Self-funded Medical, Dental, &
Vision plans; Consumer Directed plans (FSA, DCA, HRA, HSA, Wellness, &
Retiree HRA); COBRA; FMLA; and Compliance services.
IMS would like the opportunity to offer you our world-class services for your
benefit plans. I you would like more information on IMS or any of our services,
please contact Eric Ludwig at (919) 882-5318 or Eludwig@IMS-tpa.com

About Alegeus Technologies
Alegeus Technologies is the market leader in consumer directed healthcare solutions, offering
the industry’s most comprehensive platform for the administration of healthcare benefit
accounts, the industry’s most widely-used benefit debit card, and powerful engagement
solutions to help consumers maximize savings and optimize spending for their healthcare. . As
the healthcare and benefit markets continue to evolve, Alegeus delivers solutions that enable
clients to evolve their service offerings, operate their businesses more efficiently, and focus on
their customers.
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